Winter Art Classes for
Children
Classes run with 4-student minimum
so get your friends together for some
creative fun!
Millspondgallery.org

Portraits in Charcoal, Pastel and Mixed Media Ages 10-14
Sundays Feb 23, March 1 8, 15 1 – 3 pm
$110.00 materials included
In this class, students will draw the portrait from photo reference. Students will learn to use charcoal, pastel
and mixed media in order to more accurately depict the human face, while also exploring each student’s
individual visual language. A new technique will be shown in each class, and students will learn how to use
their marks to create more dimension and expression within the human face Instructor Nicholas Frizalone

Creations in Clay Ages 7-10
Saturdays Jan. 25 and Feb. 1 11am to 2:00 pm
$95.00 materials included
In this class, we will be working with clay by hand or using only simple tools, not the pottery wheel. We will
explore the various ways of creating functional and sculptural objects by learning different hand building
techniques: slabs, coils and pinched pots will be studied. Each piece will dry by air and be finished using
paint. Instructor Kim Falco

Watercolor Painting

Ages 8-10

Saturdays Feb. 29 and March 7
11am to 2:00 pm
$95.00 materials included
In this class, we will have fun working with different watercolor techniques and painting different
subjects! Working with crayons, oil pastels and other resist mediums, we will create different effects when
used in combination with watercolor paints. It is fun to see how the different materials interact with each other
to create beautiful artwork. Instructor Kim Falco

Popping Patterns in Nature!

Ages 5-7

Saturdays, 11:45am-1:15pm
Jan. 25, Feb. 1, 8, 15, 22
$105 materials included
We see patterns and textures every day. They add depth and intrigue to common shapes and objects.
Many of these patterns: spirals, cells, stripes, and branches, are seen across different types of animals
and plants as well as in the cosmos. We will explore various recurring patterns and bring them front
and center through art using vibrant paint, pencil and pastel colors! (Bring a snack!) Instructor: Ivy
Berg
The Most Beautiful Planet
Ages 5-7
Sundays, 11:30am-1:00pm
Jan. 26, Feb. 2, 9, 16, 23
$105 materials included
Planet Earth is abundant with life diverse in color, form and function. Take an artistic journey, and
explore some of Earth's most beautiful and unusual creatures including tropical fish, frogs and lizards
as well as some lesser-known creatures of air and land. We will paint on canvas using acrylic paint.
Bring a smock, your love of animals and color and a snack, as we will have a short snack break each
time we meet. Instructor: Ivy Berg
Mixed Media Landscapes and Seascapes Ages 8-11
Sundays, 1:30pm-3:30pm
Jan. 26, Feb. 2, 9, 16, 23
$125 materials included
Bring dynamic elements to traditional landscapes and seascapes using various painting, drawing and
collage techniques. Some of these include paint pouring, glue drawing, spatula painting and paper
sculpture. This class is bound to get messy, so be sure to bring a smock. (Bring a snack!) Instructor:
Ivy Berg

Registration Procedures: Registration requires a registration form and class payment. Form
and payment links are on our website https://www.millspondgallery.org/winter-art-classes-for-children
The Arts are a fundamental tool to enhance learning…a child’s interaction with art sparks
inspiration, creativity and imagination. Art Classes at Mills Pond Gallery...a wonderful
opportunity for children to explore their creativity within the colorful and vibrant
surroundings of a contemporary art gallery. Open to children of all experience levels.
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